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Abstract:

This thesis discusses two projects which investigate the analysis and application of biomolecules. Chapter 1 provides the background and context of this work. Chapter 2 discusses the synthesis and characterisation of three types of gold nanoparticles, sodium citrate, cetyltrimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB) and 4-dimethylamino pyridine (DMAP) protected gold nanoparticles, as well as two types of polyacrylamide gel, TBE and tris-HCl. Successful characterisation of these gold nanoparticles was carried out by dynamic light scattering, ultra-violet visible spectroscopy and transmission emission microscopy. The characterisation of polyacrylamide gels was achieved by investigation by rheology, optical coherence tomography and scanning electron microscopy. Rheological analysis demonstrated that the addition of gold nanoparticles to polyacrylamide reduces the elasticity of the gel but stabilises the linear viscoelastic range, while not changing the core properties of the material. These materials were then used to separate sulfur containing biomolecules by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis.

Chapter 3 discusses the efficacy of the three types of gold nanoparticles to separate sulfur containing biomolecules when added to polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Citrate and CTAB gold nanoparticles where unsuccessful when used to analyse phosphorothioated DNA, however, DMAP gold nanoparticles showed promising results. DMAP gold nanoparticles were further tested with the proteins lysozyme, bovine serum albumin (BSA), glutathione-S-transferase (GST) and RNAse A (RNAse). The retention of BSA and GST was successful however there was continued problems with visualising lysozyme and RNAse. This led to the development of ATP polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis.

Chapter 4 discusses the theoretical application of the development of catalytic DNA aptamers using in vitro selection. We synthesised a DNA aptamer library, two primers and two biotinylated strands of DNA, to be used in the selection process. However due to poor purity and yields, the
Master of Science by Research

project remains in its infancy. We discuss the methods by which we would conduct this research and our justifications for these processes.
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Chapter 1.0 Introduction:

This thesis discusses two projects related to the analysis and application of biomolecules. Biomolecules fall into four main categories: carbohydrates, lipids, proteins / peptides and nucleic acids. These relatively simple structures ultimately act as the building blocks of life itself. Lipids are small molecules with structural properties primarily related to their amphiphilic nature, meaning that they have hydrophilic heads and hydrophobic chains or ‘tail’s. This property allows lipids to form structures such as liposomes and micelles, as well as cell membranes. Carbohydrates in their simplest form take the form of mono- and disaccharides such as glucose and sucrose respectively. Glucose especially is considered one of the main energy sources in cell function. However polysaccharides also form complex multi-layered folded structures such as cellulose which is the key component of cell walls. Polysaccharides can also be found on the cell membrane of animal cells; these conjugated carbohydrates act as signalling beacons. Nucleic acids fall into two categories, according to whether they have a ribose or deoxyribose sugar. Both of these forms are linked by phosphates to form the backbone associated with DNA and RNA. Each sugar phosphate unit is then connected to a base; A, C, G and T for DNA or A, C, G, U for RNA. RNA is mainly responsible for transport and transfer of...
information from the nucleus to organelles. DNA is basis upon which all genetic information is stored and passed onto future generations it holds the genetic code upon which daily biological processes are carried out in all life. Amino acids are the monomer components from which proteins are formed. Proteins are responsible for carrying out the biological processes living creatures rely on the most, including but not limited to photosynthesis, the breakdown of food and nutrients, mediation of messenger RNA and gene expression. Proteins will be discussed in further detail through this chapter.

1.1 Gold Nanoparticles as Adjuncts in Electrophoretic Analysis of Biomolecules:

The biological importance of sulfur can be easily overlooked. Historically considered toxic in its form as hydrogen sulfide, it has been discovered that sulfur is key to many biological pathways. Sulfur can be found in each of the four key categories of biomolecules; it is due to sulfur having a number of mechanisms for making and breaking bonds, as well as redox diversity, meaning that sulfur can be extremely versatile. Sulfur has a similar reactivity to that of oxygen however its position lower on the periodic table allows it to be both a nucleophile and electrophile dependent on its environment. Disulfide bonds are also more stable than peroxide bonds, for this reason they are key in protein structure. Cysteine, a sulfur containing amino acid is the building block of many key metabolites such as: coenzyme A, glutathione and myocothiol because of the presence of sulfur in its structure. Metal sulfates such as iron sulfate, can have useful redox properties such as the interconversion of α-hydroxy acids and α-keto acids, such as lactate and pyruvate as well as acting as ligands in biological pathways.

Proteins are complex 3D structures formed by folding long polypeptide chains with a high level of structural definition. Many proteins work through binding small molecules (ligands). Cysteine is the only known amino acid which contains the uniquely reactive thiol (SH) group, which when deprotonated exceeds the nucleophilic capacity of any other protein side chain. This is why residue modification is the most common method of protein tagging.
Thiolated biomolecules, natural and synthetically modified, can be used to ‘tag’ biological processes; the use of biotin, free cysteines and antibodies conjugated with sulfur are all popular methods. Biotin is common due to its affinity for streptavidin and the separation which can be achieved between complexes which have formed disulfide bonds. Thiol containing biomolecules can be labelled with thiol active species such as triphenylphosphonium, which is utilised in the detection of thiols produced in mitochondrion phosphorylation. These tagged products are then separated by gel electrophoresis and detected by the interaction with an antibody which has been activated for triphenylphosphonium. Tagging of phosphorylation sites found in proteins are of use when trying to understand specific protein function and structure, this can be done using a modified poly histidine–tag, which has a thiol containing cysteine residue (Hys-tag). Protein tagging is useful in the observation and understanding of protein interactions and the understanding of drug delivery. Tagging is also beneficial in that it does not generally modify the chemical structure or reactivity of the target molecule. Classical modification reagents such as 4-vinylpyridine and N-substituted maleimides were thought to be the pinnacle of cysteine related tagging however recent studies have shown that these methods can lead to structure instability and undesirable side reactions. The instability of the adduct in biological media has become particularly difficult with the rise of antibody-drug conjugates, the development of alternative chemical markers has led to the use of molecules such as vinyl sulfones. These complications make the analysis of sulfur all the more important.

Nucleic acids can be labelled by a number of methods; sulfurs reactivity makes it a prime element to act as the intermediate binding point between the molecules. Labelling can aid in a number of processes such as, separation, purification and identification. Some types of tagging are fluorescent labelling with fluorophores, tagging with biotin and phosphorothiolation of nucleic acids. Phosphorothioates are resistant to enzymatic degradation and because of this are useful in the development of nucleic therapeutics design. Thiophosphates do occur
naturally via the phosphorylation of RNA but they are also synthetically generated, through phosphoramidite and solid phase chemistry.\textsuperscript{28,29} Natural thiophosphates produced from RNA have a wide application which I will be discussed in further detail.

The post transcriptional modification of ribonucleic acid (RNA) is a characteristic property of the molecule, with many modifications occurring naturally.\textsuperscript{30} Transfer (tRNA) RNA has many thiol containing derivatives, these are important biomolecules in gene expression, codon recognition and structural stability.\textsuperscript{30} Post translational modifications of tRNA follow the ubiquitin-like pathway for modifying eukaryotic proteins.\textsuperscript{30,31} Sulfur-modified RNA is not only important in terms of biological function but also therapeutics.\textsuperscript{32} An example of this is in the testing RNA oligomers which work by RNA interference (RNAi), these short double stranded lengths of RNA work by manipulating cellular machinery to degrade specific strands of messenger RNA (mRNA) before they are translated in to proteins.\textsuperscript{33-35} Antisense oligomers are perhaps the most direct way of targeting RNA; once bound to the target RNA antisense oligomers edit the RNAs function through post binding events.\textsuperscript{33,35} Very recently an RNAi therapeutic has succeeded in phase 3 clinical trials for a previously untreatable illness. This important breakthrough highlights the importance of this technology. Sulfur containing RNAs have led to the development of a number of interesting research avenues, thus highlighting the need to separate sulfur containing biomolecules from non-thiolated biomolecules.

Observing sulfur and sulfur containing biomolecules can be completed by a number of methods, some of these are: mass spectrometry (MS), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (ICP-MS).\textsuperscript{36-39} MS can be used in the analysis of sulfur containing compounds however the different charge states and a mixture of these states can cause varied splitting of the molecules making it difficult to interpret the spectra.\textsuperscript{40} Sulfur has four stable isotopes at; 32,33,34 and 36, this can cause uncertainty in the assigned masses but is useful in MS analysis.\textsuperscript{36} The most common MS analysis techniques of sulfur biomolecules involve prior separation steps.\textsuperscript{41,42} Coupled techniques include liquid chromatography MS (LC-
MS) and gas chromatography MS (GC-MS). These techniques are preferable over sulfur derivatisation methods which often only work for free thiols, unlike the coupled techniques which can analyse sulfur in all of its forms.\textsuperscript{39}

ICP-MS was at its inception considered to be only a “metal detector” but has seen a recent rebirth in its ability to analyse the majority of elements present in the periodic table.\textsuperscript{36,43} The ability of ICP-MS to analyse sulfur biomolecules has been greatly improved by the coupling of separation techniques as with traditional MS coupled techniques.\textsuperscript{19,36,39,40} XPS is a method which interrogates surface based interactions. This is especially key when analysing sulfur containing molecules. Sulfur and its surface molecules have different binding energies depending on their state and environment XPS is a useful tool in the interrogation of this property as well as distinguishing the oxidation states of sulfur.\textsuperscript{44,45} Sulfur identifications achieved by analysis of S2p information is important in identifying the reactions and pathways in which different types of sulfur contribute.\textsuperscript{44,45}

A common method of identifying the presence of reduced thiols in proteins is the use of a colour changing assay which uses 5, 5'-dithiobis (2-nitrobenzoic acid) or Ellman’s reagent as the indicator.\textsuperscript{46,47} Ellman’s reagent contains a weak disulfide bond. When in the presence of oxidised sulfur, the assay remains colourless, however in the presence of free thiols from reduced proteins the disulfide bond within the Ellman’s reagent is reduced. The free thiols from the protein and separated Ellman’s reagent form new disulfide bonds causing the solution to change from colourless to yellow.\textsuperscript{22,46–49} Figure 1.2 shows a representation of this process.

![Figure 1.2: The reaction which occurs when Ellman’s reagent reacts with free thiol to generate a colour change.](image_url)
Sulfur is key in the formation of the secondary structures of proteins due to cysteine – cysteine (Cys-Cys) disulfide bonds. This complex structure of proteins can be investigated by a method called circular dichroism (CD). CD investigates the structural conformation of proteins by resolving the absorbance of left and right hand polarised light. CD effects are focused around the peptide bond, aromatic amino acid side groups and the disulfide bond, with the disulfide bond showing absorption centred around 260 nm. A wealth of data can be collected from CD analysis of proteins, such as: secondary structure composition, tertiary structure fingerprint, conformational changes and the integrity of cofactor binding sites, the secondary structure composition is especially useful in identifying the overall formation of disulfide bonds.

A method which has been used is the use of mercury modified mediums such as: mercurial columns and modified polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (Hg-PAGE). PAGE is a suitable medium to modify with mercury because of its well-developed use in the separation and analysis of RNA as well as its simplicity to use and interpret when compared to other methods such as chromatography. The separation of sulfur biomolecules by mercury is based upon the chemistry of these two elements. They are both ‘soft’ elements, meaning that they form strong covalent-like interactions when they interact. These interactions are strong enough to hinder the migration of sulfur containing biomolecules in Hg-PAGE. tRNA which has been complexed with mercury during PAGE can also show reduced migration; with tRNA strands with differing numbers of sulfur showing different migrations. Biondi and Burke discovered that the charge state of sulfur determined the degree of separation as well as the number of sulfurs found on the analysed molecules.
The success of the method is reflective of the chemistry but there are drawbacks associated with this method, such as the health and safety implications associated with the use of mercury and the cost of mercury disposal. As stated before, mercury is toxic to the human body and fatal with prolonged exposure, mercury toxicity can cause serious neurological and physical problems through inhalation, contact and ingestion. Mercury is very good at separating sulfur containing molecules because of the soft-soft interactions. However other ‘soft’ acids also exist which present fewer problems; such as gold nanoparticles (AuNPs). Gold nanoparticles are considerably safer than the use of mercury and can be just as easily incorporated into polyacrylamide gel.

Our method utilise gold nanoparticles as adjuncts in PAGE to examine sulfur containing biomolecules, building on the work of Biondi and Burke but in place of a mercury containing modified gel layer we inserted a layer containing gold nanoparticles. The replacement of weakly bound ligands by sulfur is common practice with gold nanoparticles, and therefore it is reasonable to expect that AuNPs will retain sulfur containing biomolecules. AuNPs have garnered a great deal of investigation, especially in biological applications such as therapeutics and drug delivery, due to the ease and range of surface modifications possible. They have not yet been discovered to cause undesirable health or environmental issues but work into the long term effects of AuNPs use in chemistry and medicine are being investigated. In this work we discuss the process in which we developed our method as well as the successes and
failures we encountered. Chapters 2 and 3 discuss the creation, characterisation and use of the materials.

1.2 Design and Synthesis of Catalytic DNA Aptamers:

A catalyst is a substance which when added to a reaction will aid in the progression of the reaction but will not be used up in, or effect the equilibrium of, the reaction. Catalysis is key in industrial chemistry and also plays very important roles in biology and medicine. There are two main types of catalyst in chemistry, homogeneous and heterogeneous. Homogeneous catalysts are in the same state as the reaction they are influencing, heterogeneous catalysts catalyse reactions in different phases to their own. Figure 1.3 shows the development of catalysis through history. There are positives and negatives with both type of catalyst, a few of these are detailed below. Heterogeneous catalysts can endure high temperatures but they have poorly defined active sites. Heterogeneous catalysts also have low selectivity but are cheaper and easier to recycle than homogeneous catalysts. Homogeneous catalysts in contrast: operate at low temperatures, have well defined active sites, well established reaction mechanisms, high selectivity and are easily modified.
Biological reactions without the aid of catalysts would take years; protein enzymes, for the most part are responsible for catalysing almost all biological processes, with a few being catalysed by ribozymes. Proteins form complex folded structures which allows peptide side chains to form enzymatic active sites. Intermolecular forces within an enzyme active site facilitate ligand binding and catalysis by stabilising the transition state. These microenvironments are highly selective and they modulate the catalytic cycle of an enzyme by ensuring only compatible ligands and enzymes bind. If RNA can be used naturally to catalyses biological reactions such as, RNA cleavage and ligation. Would artificial single stranded DNA, which has similar properties to RNA, be able to perform catalytic activities?

Figure 1.5: Representation of how catalysts lower the activation energy of a reaction, adapted from reference 71.

A class of biological entity which relies on recognition are antibodies; antibodies raised to bind TS-mimics have been shown to catalyse reactions. Catalytic antibodies can be spliced and manipulated to generate a wide range of site specific generalisation but they are expensive and inefficient.

DNA based catalysts open up a large area of application in both biology and chemistry, given that enzymes catalyse reactions by binding strongly to their transition states it would then follow that an enzyme would bind a molecule which closely represents this transition state. This in fact is often the basis of competitive inhibition. It would follow that if you could design and synthesise a DNA strand which mimics the binding site of a protein it would show similar catalytic activity to the protein. An advantage of DNA aptamers over enzymes is the design and selection process, the number of different sequences produced is directly related to the length
of variable regions of the aptamer (4ⁿ). Some specific examples of aptamer catalysis are: cancer therapeutics, synthetic photosynthesis for energy production and tagging of biological processes,⁸²⁻⁸⁵ these were not avenues available to chemists before their discovery.

The Hammond postulate states that transition states (TS) and temporary intermediates in a chemical reaction have structures which only require minimal rearrangement.⁸⁶⁻⁸⁸ The Hammond postulate theorises that the type of reaction dictates TS structure; endothermic reactions will have a TS which closely resemble the structure of the products, an exothermic reaction will have a TS which resemble the reactants.⁸⁶,⁸⁸ The Hammond postulate is not recommended for thermoneutral reactions (Fig 1.6).⁸⁶

![Figure 1.6: Representation of the Hammond postulate, adapted from reference 86.⁸⁶](image)

The use of nucleic aptamers or nucleic antibodies are a more cost-effective method of producing highly selective catalytic materials.⁹⁹ The benefits of DNA aptamers over antibodies is not only limited to the ethical and monetary considerations; they are smaller and more flexible allowing them to bind small molecules and form a wider range of secondary structures.⁹⁹ Aptamers are not limited to only targeting immunological targets like antibodies but can also target: toxins, organs and ions to name a few. The time taken to produce antibodies is from six months whereas aptamers can be selected in hours (automated) or weeks (unautomated), they also are unlikely to experience contamination or batch variation unlike antibodies the structural basis for binding is more easily analysed.⁴⁴,⁹⁹
We aim in this work to replicate a well-established biological mechanism, the catalytic breakdown of haemoglobin by pepsin, using aptamers.\textsuperscript{90,91} Pepsin is an acid protease which is inhibited by pepstatin, a TS-mimic, our research aims at synthesising a DNA aptamer with selectivity for pepstatin. It follows given what we have discussed previously that this aptamer would then show similar catalytic activity to pepsin, for example in the breakdown of haemoglobin.\textsuperscript{90} We developed an in vitro selection protocol based on literature from Li and Nutiu;\textsuperscript{92} due to time constraints we were unable to fully complete the work, chapter 4 discusses our method development and justification.

2.1 Introduction:

Nanoparticles are fine dispersions of materials often metallic but not always, generally with a size in the nanometre range. My research focuses on gold nanoparticles (AuNPs), these nanoparticles do not exist as small spheres of metal but require stabilising agents to prevent agglomeration. There are three methods for stabilising AuNPs; co-ordination with ligands, and coating by polymers and surfactants. Ligands and polymeric conjugation both aid in avoiding agglomeration by acting a physical barrier between the gold cores; surfactants act by creating an electrical double layer like effect causing repulsion by charge.

Some current uses of gold nanoparticles are in catalysis, therapeutics and nanomaterials. Although these areas are of interest to many, my research focuses on the interactions of gold with sulfur for application in biotechnology. According to hard soft acid base (HSAB) theory, nucleophiles and electrophiles are classified by their polarizability; ‘soft’ are relatively polarisable and hard are relatively unpolarisable. HSAB theory also states that compounds with similar chemistry i.e. ‘soft’ and ‘soft’ or ‘hard’ and ‘hard’ compounds will preferentially interact with each other. Gold and sulfur are both ‘soft’ according to HSAB theory meaning that they will form strong covalent like interactions. This property of both gold and sulfur has been
utilised in AuNPs research, often related to the conjugation of thiolated ligands to the AuNPs surface.\textsuperscript{96}

\textbf{2.2 Experimental:}
\textbf{2.2.1 Materials:}
Hydrogen tetrachloroaurate, Aliquat\textsuperscript{®} 336 and sodium borohydride, urea and EDTA were purchased from Acros. 4-Dimethylamino pyridine was purchased from Fluorochem. Toluene, boric acid and acrylamide / bisacrylamide 37.5:1 solution was purchased from Fisher Scientific. Ammonium persulfate, N, N, N', N'-tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) and cetyltrimethyl-ammonium bromide were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Sodium citrate was purchased from Fisons. Chemicals were used without further purification and to produce stock solutions.

\textbf{2.3 Methods:}
\textbf{2.3.1 Gold Nanoparticle Synthesis:}

\textbf{2.3.1.1 Dimethylamino Pyridine Protected Gold Nanoparticle (DMAP AuNPs) Synthesis:}
DMAP-protected AuNPs were synthesised from precursor AuNPs, which were prepared by the Brust two phase method\textsuperscript{98} Aliquat 336 in Toluene (612 mg / 20 mL). An aqueous solution of hydrogen tetrachloroauroate (HAuCl\textsubscript{4}) was prepared in deionised water (100 mg in 8 mL). The two solutions were transferred to a round bottom flask and stirred for one hour. Transferring the biphasic mixture to a separating funnel allowed a distinct separation between the clear yellow organic phase and the creamy inorganic phase. The organic phase was transferred to a clean round bottom flask and a magnetic stir bar added. A fresh solution of sodium borohydride was prepared (109 mg in 6 mL) in deionised water the sodium borohydride was added dropwise to the stirring gold solution. A colour change was observed as the borohydride was added, yellow, to orange and to red. This was due to the reduction of Au\textsuperscript{III} to Au\textsuperscript{0}. After two hours of stirring the solution was transferred to a separating funnel and the phases left to separate. The inorganic layer was remove and the organic layer was washed three times with 25 mL deionised water. A solution of 4-dimethylamino pyridine (DMAP) was prepared in deionised water (610
mg in 50 mL), the solution was then added to the separating funnel. The DMAP solution causes the nanoparticles to move into aqueous phase by ligand substitution.

The DMAP-protected nanoparticles (DMAP AuNPs) were stored in 50 mL falcon tubes at 4 °C. The DMAP AuNPs were at an approximate concentration of 2 mg Au / mL. The nanoparticles were stable for a minimum of two months. Characterisation of the nanoparticles was carried out by UV-Vis, DLS and TEM. The diluted samples for DLS and UV-Vis were prepared by diluting 40 µL of DMAP AuNPs in 2 mL deionised water.

2.3.1.2 Sodium Citrate Protected Gold Nanoparticle (Citrate AuNPs) Synthesis:
Citrate-protected nanoparticles were synthesised by the Frens-Turkevich method. A solution of HAuCl₄ was prepared in deionised water (25 mg in 50 mL). The solution was heated, while stirring and brought to a vigorous boil. A solution of sodium citrate was prepared in deionised water (25 mg in 2 mL). Once boiling the citrate solution was added and an immediate colour change from yellow to dark purple occurred.

The citrate-protected nanoparticles were stored at 4 °C for up to two months. The approximate concentration of citrate AuNPs was 0.5 mg Au / mL. The nanoparticles were characterised by DLS and UV-Vis. The solutions for DLS and UV-Vis were prepared by diluting 160 µl citrate AuNPs in 2 mL deionised water.

2.3.1.3 Cetyltrimethyl-ammonium Bromide Protected Gold Nanoparticle (CTAB AuNPs) Synthesis:
CTAB AuNPs were synthesised by using an adapted version of the Brust method. A solution of HAuCl₄ was prepared in deionised water (200 mg in 16 mL). This solution was placed into a round bottom flask containing a magnetic stir bar. To this a solution of CTAB in deionised water (1.224 g in 40 mL) was added and the solution left to stir for one hour, a solution of sodium borohydride in deionised water (210 mg in 12 mL) was added drop-wise to the stirring solution. A colour change from orange, to brown, to dark red occurred and the solution left to stir for a minimum of twenty hours. The resulting solution was dark purple.
The CTAB-protected nanoparticles were collected into 50 mL falcon tubes, labelled and stored at 4 °C for at least six weeks. The approximate concentration of CTAB AuNPs was 3.33 mg Au / mL. The CTAB AuNPs were then characterised by DLS and UV-Vis. The solutions used for DLS and UV-Vis were made by diluting 40 µL of CTAB AuNPs in 20 mL deionised water.

2.3.2 Gold Nanoparticle Concentration:

2.3.2.1 DMAP AuNPs Concentration:
DMAP AuNPs (≈ 2 mg Au / mL) were concentrated by precipitation using ethanol (EtOH). 30 mL of DMAP AuNPs volume was reduced by two thirds by rotary evaporation at 70 °C. The solution was split into 500 µL aliquots in 1.5 mL centrifuge tubes; to each 1 mL of 100% EtOH was added. The tubes were inverted and centrifuged at 21100 x g for 40 minutes. A clear ruby coloured supernatant and a dark red pellet were formed. The supernatant was removed and the pellets collected and re-suspended in 1 mL deionised water (≈ 60 mg Au / mL).

2.3.2.2 Citrate AuNPs Concentration:
Citrate AuNPs (≈ 0.5 mg Au / mL) were concentrated by centrifugation. 120 mL of citrate AuNPs were split into 1.5 mL aliquots. The aliquots were centrifuged at 9.8 ms⁻² (gravity) for 10 minutes. A clear colourless supernatant and purple pellet was produced, the supernatant was discarded and the pellets collected and re-suspended in 1 mL deionised water (≈ 60 mg Au / mL).

2.3.2.3 CTAB AuNPs Concentration:
CTAB AuNPs (≈ 3.33 mg Au / mL) were concentrated by a similar method to the DMAP AuNPs. The solvent volume was reduced by one quarter, the nanoparticles were split into 500 µL aliquots and 750 µL of 100 % EtOH was added. The centrifuge tubes were inverted and centrifuged at 9.8 ms⁻² for 3 minutes. The resultant supernatant was colourless and the pellet black in colour, the supernatant was discarded and the pellets collected and re-suspended in 1 mL deionised water (≈ 50 mg Au / mL).
2.3.3 Characterisation of Gold Nanoparticles:

2.3.3.1 Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS):

Dilute solutions of the AuNPs were analysed by DLS, the operating procedure was developed from pre-determined parameters as defined by the manufacture. DLS analysis was carried out on a Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS. The sample was equilibrated to 25 °C before 14 consecutive scans of the sample were taken.

2.3.3.2 Ultra-violet Visible (UV-Vis) Spectroscopy:

UV-Vis Spectroscopy was used as an additional method for characterising the size of AuNPs. The parameters of the scan were set to scan between 400-600 nM. 2 mL of the diluted AuNPs sample was deposited into a clean cuvette and placed into the spectrometer. The sample was scanned and a graph with a single peak was produced. The data values were collected and used to calculate the AuNPs diameter using literature. A ratio between the peak value and the value at 450 nm was used to give the diameter of the AuNPs. UV-Vis data was collected on a Shimadzu UV-1800 spectrometer and reported in nM. This method was used analyse all samples.

2.3.3.3 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM):

3 µL of DMAP AuNPs was deposited onto the surface of a carbon copper grid. The grid was left to dry under the direct heat of a lamp. Images of the nanoparticles were taken by Ian Brown (Biosciences) on a Jeol 1230, operating at an accelerating voltage of 80 kV and the images were recorded with a Gatan Multiscan 790 digital camera. Seventeen images were obtained of DMAP AuNPs. These images were analysed using Fiji Image J software. The analysis parameters were: size nM^2 (5-100), circularity (0.50-1.00), show outlines, display results and exclude edges. The data collected was used to back calculate, the diameter of each particle from its area.
2.4 Characterisation of Polyacrylamide Gels:

2.4.1 Rheology:

Five concentrations of polyacrylamide gel were investigated; 5, 10, 12, 15, and 20 %, without and without DMAP AuNPs. 10 mL solutions of each concentration were prepared from a 20 % polyacrylamide stock solution and diluted to the required concentration with TBE buffer. The gels were polymerised in between glass plates with 1.5 mm spacers to ensure even thickness of the polyacrylamide samples. The samples were wrapped in cling film and stored in the fridge to prevent drying.

Experimental parameters:

Two tests were carried out: an amplitude sweep to establish the linear viscoelastic range (LVER) and a frequency sweep within the established LVER to investigate the gel properties of each sample.

Table 2.1: Table listing rheological experiment data for amplitude and frequency sweeps.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Amplitude Sweep</th>
<th>Frequency Sweep</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rheometer Set Strain. (Pa)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency Range. (Hz)</td>
<td>0.01-100</td>
<td>0.1 - 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate Temperature. (^oC)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wait Time. (mins)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment Time. (mins)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relaxation Time. (mins)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Repeats.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4.2 Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT):

OCT was used to visualise gold nanoparticles in two types of polyacrylamide gel (TBE / tris-HCl), in order to investigate the dispersion of gold within the gel matrix. Figure 2.2 shows a representation of the OCT set-up.
The samples were interrogated in a 10 x 10 x 30 mm quartz cuvette at a penetration depth of 2 mm and with a resolution of 14 µm in the axial and 12 µm in the lateral directions. Images were obtained of: dilute and concentrated DMAP protected gold nanoparticles; and a 12 % polyacrylamide gel, made with TBE buffer, with and without DMAP AuNPs, as well as the interface between the two. These images were also obtained for a 10-15 % gradient polyacrylamide gel made with tris-HCl buffer, as used in the protein testing portion of this research. The gels were prepared as follows:

TBE polyacrylamide gels were prepared from a 20 % denaturing polyacrylamide stock solution which was diluted with TBE buffer to the required concentrations (12 %). Tris-HCl gels were prepared from a 30 % polyacrylamide stock solution and diluted with 1.5 M tris buffer (10 – 15 %) for the resolving gels and 0.375 M tris buffer (10 % + AuNPs) for the gold gel.

1.5 mL of the non-AuNPs containing gel was deposited into a clean polished cuvette, after being activated by the TEMED and APS. The gel was left to polymerise before 1.5 mL of the AuNPs containing gel was deposited onto the surface and left to polymerise. Once the gels had fully polymerised the cuvette was attached to a stand and placed in front of the sample beam. The top and bottom layers were imaged separately before the interface was also visualised. A 3D
image or volume was then obtained of the interface. This method was repeated for both gel types and a volume was also taken of the TBE AuNPs gel. Images were obtained by the same method for the as synthesised DMAP AuNPs and the concentrated DMAP AuNPs. A clean cuvette was filled (3 mL) with un-concentrated DMAP AuNPs, and the sample was scanned and an image obtained. This was repeated for the concentrated DMAP AuNPs sample.

2.4.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM):
1 cm by 1.5 mm by 1 cm (L x W x B), polyacrylamide gel samples were deposited onto carbon sticky tabs and analysed by SEM. SEM images were obtained on a Hitachi 54000 in backscatter mode (BSE). With a variable pressure of 50 vp and with an electron beam energy of 20 keV. The images were taken and analysed using Aztec software provided by Oxford instruments. 12 % polyacrylamide gel was prepared from a 20 % polyacrylamide gel stock solution by dilution with TBE buffer. Another 12 % polyacrylamide gel was prepared with the addition of 500 µL of concentrated DMAP AuNPs. 10 % 8 mM ATP polyacrylamide was prepared from a 30 % polyacrylamide stock solution with 8 mM tris-HCl buffer and 500 µL of DMAP AuNPs. A 10 % polyacrylamide tris-HCl gel was also prepared from a 30 % acrylamide stock solution and diluted with tris-HCl buffer and 500 µL DMAP AuNPs.

2.5 Results and Discussion:
Three types of gold nanoparticles were synthesised, which when added to polyacrylamide gel as adjuncts, underwent electrophoresis with phosphorothioated DNA. This was to investigate the ability of the gold nanoparticles to interact with the modified DNA due to ‘soft’ gold-sulfur interactions, it was predicted that strong interactions would hinder or halt the migration of the DNA through the polyacrylamide gel. This will be discussed in detail in chapter 3.

2.5.1 AuNPs Characterisation:
2.5.1.1 DLS and UV-Vis:
DLS and UV-Vis were used to evaluate the diameters of the synthesised gold nanoparticles. DLS is a characterisation method, used to analyse the size distribution of particles such as proteins, nanoparticles and small polymers. UV-Vis gives data about the absorbance of energy at different
wavelengths of light. Using a method developed by Haiss,\textsuperscript{101} we can calculate the diameter of gold nanoparticles in solution based on the surface plasmon resonance peak (SPR) and absorption at 450 nm. All of the nanoparticles investigated gave absorption graphs of the following shape (Figure 2.3).

![Gold Nanoparticle Absorption using UV-Vis.](image)

Figure 2.3: Graph showing absorption of light against wavelength for UV Visible Spectroscopy for gold nanoparticles in deionised water with a calculated diameter of 8 nm.\textsuperscript{102}

The peak absorption is representative of the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) band emitted by the AuNPs, this changes between nanoparticles depending on their size.

Table 2.2: Table showing dynamic light scattering and UV-Visible results for, 4-dimethylamino pyridine, citrate and cetyltrimethylammonium bromide protected gold nanoparticles in deionised water.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Batch</th>
<th>DMAP AuNPs Diameter (DLS (nm))</th>
<th>DMAP AuNPs Diameter UV-Vis (nm)</th>
<th>Citrate AuNPs Diameter (DLS (nm))</th>
<th>Citrate AuNPs Diameter UV-Vis (nm)</th>
<th>CTAB AuNPs Diameter (DLS (nm))</th>
<th>CTAB AuNPs Diameter UV-Vis (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>15.62</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>50.75</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>24.36</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>68.06</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>37.84</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>615.1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>8.72</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>28.21</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The expected diameters from literature for DMAP, citrate and CTAB are expected to be: 8 nm, 10 nm and 8 nm respectively.\textsuperscript{98,103} As seen in table 2.2, there is little correlation between the results obtained for the diameters of the AuNPs between DLS and UV-Vis. The DLS results for
CTAB and citrate protected nanoparticles show relatively similar results. The result for citrate A DLS is due to an error during synthesis resulting in larger nanoparticles. The inconsistency in the DLS results for the DMAP AuNPs may be attributed to the fact that DLS measures the hydrodynamic radius of particles in solution; also given that DMAP AuNPs prefer to form clusters, it is possible that the DLS is measuring the hydrodynamic radius of these clusters resulting in larger diameters than expected from literature. The DLS results for the CTAB AuNPs are much smaller than expected, this may be because CTAB AuNPs tend to form rod-like nanoparticles not spheres, due to the long carbon chain tail on the CTAB ligand. DLS only works for spherical analytes or analytes which form spherical hydration spheres, which a rod-like structure would not. The UV-Vis method gave results which were consistent between small volume synthesis and large volume synthesis but not between the two, this may be due to residues being present in the solution left over from synthesis. However this may be attributed that the method we used to calculate the diameter of the nanoparticles was developed from citrate AuNPs, it is possible that this method is not compatible with other types of nanoparticle. The difference between nanoparticle types is to be expected, this is because the ligands are different as well as the concentration of gold used to synthesise the AuNPs, larger ligand to gold ratio will result in smaller nanoparticles and vice versa. TEM was used as an orthogonal method to validate the findings either by DLS or UV-Vis.  

2.5.1.2 Transmission Electron Microscopy:  

Figure 2.4: Histogram showing the distribution of DMAP capped AuNPs (n = 3347).
The majority of particles fall in the 4 – 8 nm range with a standard deviation of 2.099 nm and a mean of 4.445 nm (Figure 2.4), this is within keeping with the literature and UV-Vis but contrary to DLS. The majority of particles examined exhibit spherical morphology. The DMAP-protected AuNPs appear to form closely packed clusters, with larger particles at the centre of groupings and smaller particles surrounding these (Figure 2.5).

Figure 2.5: Transmission Electron Microscopy images showing 4-dimethylamino pyridine capped gold nanoparticles. The scale bar represents 100 nm.

2.6 Characterisation of Polyacrylamide Gels:
The motivation for investigating DMAP AuNPs in PA gel was so that we could evaluate the way in which AuNPs position themselves during gelation. This is because there is a noticeable difference in setting time between AuNP and non-AuNP containing gels of the same concentration. We wanted to investigate whether the nanoparticles appear homogenous throughout the PA gel or whether they are interacting with the matrix, instead of being independent adjuncts within the matrix as first theorised. This would be represented by regions of high a low intensity suggesting clustered nanoparticles.

2.6.1 Rheology:
The first investigation of the samples was an amplitude sweep, which was used to establish the linear viscoelastic range (LVER) for each sample; this allows us to set the parameters for the frequency experiment, as these can only be carried out in the LVER. The amplitude sweep is an
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investigation of shear strain as a function of the storage modulus ($G'$) and its exponential function the loss modulus ($G''$)\textsuperscript{109}. $G'$ denotes how viscous a gel is and $G''$ denotes the elasticity of the gel.

Figure 2.6: Comparison of average amplitude sweep data for 5 % polyacrylamide with and without gold. Error bars represent the Log spread of data.

As can be seen from Figure 2.6 there appears to be a small amount of difference between the storage moduli for the gel with and without gold. Adding gold to the 5 % polyacrylamide gel does stabilise the LVER.

Figure 2.7: Comparison of average amplitude sweep data for 10 % polyacrylamide with and without gold. Error bars represent the Log spread of data.

The 10 % polyacrylamide with gold has a lower loss modulus than the 10 % gel without gold at shear strains above 5 Pa as can be seen in Figure 2.7. The storage modulus for the 10 % polyacrylamide gel with gold is also lower than that of the without gold gel. This would suggest
that the DMAP AuNPs are reducing the elasticity and viscosity of the 10 % polyacrylamide gel.

See Figure 2.7.

![Figure 2.8](image1.png)

Figure 2.8: Comparison of average amplitude sweep data for 12 % polyacrylamide with and without gold. Error bars represent the Log spread of data.

The storage moduli for the 12 % with and without gold show less differentiation than that of the 10 % polyacrylamide gels. The loss moduli however, do show a significant difference between the two gels as can be seen from Figure 2.8. 12 % polyacrylamide gel with gold has a stabilised LVER when compared with the without gold gel.

![Figure 2.9](image2.png)

Figure 2.9: Comparison of average amplitude sweep data for 15 % polyacrylamide with and without gold. Error bars represent the Log spread of data.

From Figure 2.9 we can see there is no statistical difference in the storage moduli between 15 % polyacrylamide gel with and without gold, however there is a noticeable lowering of the loss modulus for 15 % polyacrylamide with gold as well as an extension of the LVER.
As can be seen from Figure 2.10 there is only a very small difference between the storage moduli for 20\% polyacrylamide gel with and without gold. The loss moduli however do differ between the two after a shear strain of approximately 7.5 Pa, suggesting that the gold is effecting the elasticity of the gel especially at higher strains. Although the amplitude sweep data, does show some initial differences between polyacrylamide gels which contain gold nanoparticles and those that do not, these experiments were only conducted to obtain the LVER values to set the parameters for the frequency sweep.

Figure 2.11 depicts the averaged amplitude sweep data for the polyacrylamide gels without gold, the LVERs were chosen by picking a point in the centre of the most linear range of the data. The
LVERs were; 5 % - 3 Pa, 10 % - 0.2 Pa, 12 % - 0.1 Pa, 15 % - 0.1 Pa and 20 % - 0.04 Pa. These strain values were used to set the parameters for the frequency sweep experiments. From Figure 2.11 it can be interpreted that lower percentage polyacrylamide gels have a smaller LVER compared to higher percentage gels. As well as being more stable at high strains than higher percentage gels.

Figure 2.12: Average amplitude sweep rheology data for polyacrylamide gel with gold, for percentages; 5, 10, 12, 15 and 20 %.

Figure 2.12 depicts the averaged amplitude sweep for polyacrylamide gels with gold. The LVERs for the gold gels were: 5 % - 3 Pa, 10 % - 0.2 Pa, 12 % - 0.06 Pa, 15 % - 0.03 Pa and 20 % - 0.03 Pa. These strain values were used to set the parameters for the gold gels frequency sweep experiments. As can be seen from Figure 2.12 adding gold to the polyacrylamide gel extends the range of the LVER. Adding gold to the gel also lowers the loss modulus of the gels, suggesting there is a loss in elasticity when compared to the gels without gold (see Figure 2.11). There is a slight drop in the storage modulus, suggesting that gold also reduces the viscosity of the material.
Figure 2.12: Comparison of average frequency sweep data for 5% polyacrylamide with and without gold. Error bars represent the Log spread of data.

5% polyacrylamide gel with gold has a lower elasticity than the 5% polyacrylamide gel without gold and this is reflected in Figure 2.12. There is also less consistency in the data for the gold gel as can be seen from the error bars on Figure 2.12. This suggests that the gel is not fully relaxing between repeats of the experiment, this may be related to the reduced elasticity of the gel caused by the AuNPs. There is a noticeable reduction in the viscosity of the 5% polyacrylamide gel due to the addition of gold.

Figure 2.13: Comparison of average frequency sweep data for 10% polyacrylamide with and without gold. Error bars represent the Log spread of data.

The addition of gold has destabilised the frequency sweep data for 10% polyacrylamide gel, which can be seen from the less linear appearance of the data in Figure 2.13. This is in contrast to the stabilisation of the LVER by gold as seen in Figure 2.7. However in contrast the 5%
polyacrylamide gold gel the error bars are much smaller suggesting that the 10 % polyacrylamide gel recovers between experiments more readily.

For 12 % polyacrylamide with gold the frequency sweep data is more linear than that of the non-gold gel, however there is still a reduction in the elasticity of the gold. This does not appear to effect the ability of the gel to recover between experiments. There is also little change between the storage moduli for the 12 % gels. See Figure 2.14.

The 15 % polyacrylamide gels show similar frequency data trends. There is less change in the loss moduli for the 15 % polyacrylamide gels in comparison to lower percentage gels. The storage moduli for the 15 % polyacrylamide gels show no differentiation between gold and non-gold gels (Figure 2.15). This may be attributed to the increase in the crosslinking of the polymer associated with higher percentage polyacrylamide gels.
There is a visible difference between the loss moduli for the 20 % polyacrylamide gels up until an angular frequency of 15 rads⁻¹, at which the gold and non-gold gels begin to show similar elastic properties (Figure 2.16). Again likely due to the higher percentage of the polyacrylamide gels there is no distinguishable difference between the storage moduli of the two gels.

From Figure 2.17 we can see that there is a discernible difference between the different concentrations of polyacrylamide in both the storage and loss moduli, accepting the 12 % and 15 % gels. This is related to crosslinking of the polyacrylamide matrix, as polyacrylamide concentration increase so does crosslinking. The 12 % and 15 % shows very little difference in frequency results suggesting while undergoing these experiments they have very similar properties (Figure 2.17).
The frequency sweep data for the gold containing gels, shows little change in the storage moduli when compared to the non-gold containing gels (see Figures 2.17 and 2.18), this would suggest that the gold is not effecting the viscosity of the gels during frequency studies. On the other hand the loss moduli for the gold containing gels exhibit lower elasticities than the non-gold containing gels. See Figures 2.17 and 2.18. The most noticeable change between the gold and non-gold gels are between the polyacrylamide concentrations 12 % and 15 %. Having shown near identical data in Figure 2.17 the addition of gold has dramatically changed the properties of the 12 % polyacrylamide gel as can be seen in Figure 2.18 there is now a statistical difference between the two. The error bars on lower concentrations of polyacrylamide with gold seem to show a lesser ability to recover between experimental repeats however this is not the case for these percentages without gold, suggesting that the AuNPs are interfering with the properties of the gel on a molecular scale. Importantly this is not to say that these slight differences in the elasticity and viscosity prevent the gels from fulfilling their purpose; in fact it would appear they aid in stabilising the gel properties, resulting in a more linear trend in the data.

2.6.2 Optical Coherence Tomography:
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a non-invasive imaging technique typically used in the analysis and investigation of biological surfaces such as embryos and retinas. Traditionally the resolution of OCT is in the micrometre range, however due to the high scattering of colloidal gold, gold nanoparticles can be viewed by many methods. An image is typically generated by
analysing interference in a reflected sample beam, when compared to a reference beam. There are two types of OCT which form the basis of other methods; time-domain (TD-OCT) and spectral-domain (SD-OCT). Both have differing strengths and weaknesses; however for resolution purposes we have used a sub-type of spectral-domain OCT to visualise gold nanoparticles within polyacrylamide gel matrices. The spectrometer based (SB) OCT method relies on a low coherence light source. Our method utilised a super-luminescent diode (SLD) centred around 840 nm.

Figure 2.19: A, Non-AuNP containing 1 x TBE native PA gel. B, AuNP containing 1 x TBE native PA gel. C, Non-AuNP containing / AuNP containing 1 x TBE PA gel interface. D, Volume image showing AuNP containing 1 x TBE gel. E, Volume image showing the AuNP / non-AuNP 1 x TBE containing PA gel interface.

Figure 2.19 A, shows an image obtained of the non-AuNP containing TBE PA gel. The surface of the quartz cuvette has a different reflective index to that of the PA gel. This image shows the cuvette face followed by a black space, this is because the refractive index of the PA gel does not change throughout the cuvette, and therefore there is no reflectance of the beam. However
if we look at Figure 2.19 B, we can see that there is now the appearance of white spots. These white spots are the light reflected from gold nanoparticles due to the difference of their refractive index. We see that there are AuNPs spread throughout the gel however we also see that there are brighter spots. These regions would be suggestive of clustered nanoparticles or aggregation. Figure 2.19 D, is a 3D volume image generated from the AuNP containing TBE gel, this image allows us to show that these regions of higher intensity are spread throughout the gel but there is an even dispersion of much smaller nanoparticles.

Images showing the stark difference between the AuNP containing and non-AuNP containing TBE gels is highlighted by the interface images obtained (Figure 2.19 C, E). Figure 2.19 E, is a volume obtained of the TBE gel interface, the green region shows the AuNP containing gel and the blank space within the rest of the box parameters is the non-AuNP containing gel. This is because there is no reflectance generated from this gel, however the green region shows the contrast between reflected AuNPs and the gel matrix. This image along with Figure 2.19 C, shows there is a clear boundary between the two gels and that there is no migration of nanoparticles suggesting they are fixed within the gel matrix.
Similarly to Figure 2.19, Figure 2.20 A and B, show us the tris-HCl gels, with and without DMAP AuNPs respectively. As can been seen from Figure 2.20 B and D, there are larger clusters of nanoparticles which are brighter than smaller clusters or individual particles. We would expect to see consistently bright spots if all of the DMAP AuNPs were forming large clusters, however we see a more even spreading of duller particles suggesting that the DMAP AuNPs are relatively well dispersed throughout the gel matrix. Figure 2.20 C, images the interface between the AuNPs containing and non-AuNPs containing gels, as can be seen from this image larger clusters appear to congregate at the bottom of the AuNPs gel, most likely due to their size and gravitational effects during polymerisation. Given that we do not see very bright spots throughout the gel images it would suggest that the majority of DMAP AuNPs are monodisperse throughout both polyacrylamide gel matrices.
2.6.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy:
SEM was employed to visualise DMAP gold nanoparticles in different polyacrylamide gel matrices; TBE without gold, TBE with gold, tris-HCl with gold and tris-HCl ATP with gold.

![SEM images of TBE polyacrylamide gels](image)

Figure 2.21: A, 12% TBE polyacrylamide gel without gold. B, 12% TBE polyacrylamide gel with DMAP AuNPs. C, DMAP gold nanoparticle cluster in 12% TBE polyacrylamide gel. D, elemental spectrum of DMAP AuNPs cluster from C.

Figure 2.21 shows a selection of SEM images of TBE polyacrylamide gels. Image A (Figure 2.21) allows us to visualise the surface of a TBE polyacrylamide gel, the swirl-like pattern may be an artefact of the glass surface the gel was cast in or represent nucleation points at which the polymerisation of the gel occurred or even drying effects. Figure 2.21 B, shows troughs in the surface of the polyacrylamide with gold gel, the gel has begun to desiccate. We believe this pattern is indicative of pores within the matrix losing moisture faster because they are near the surface. The size of the synthesised DMAP AuNPs are between 6 – 8 nm, therefore the nanoparticle visualised in Figure 2.21 C, must be a cluster due to its size, Figure 2.21 D is the elemental spectrum on the DMAP AuNPs cluster.
Similarly to Figure 2.21, Figure 2.22 A and B exhibit the same visible striations indicative of desiccation of the pores located closely to the gel surface. Interestingly when using tris-HCl buffer the DMAP AuNPs appear to sit within these striations as demonstrated by Figure 2.22 A, B and C. Again as in Figure 2.21 C, we visualise a DMAP AuNPs cluster in Figure 2.22 C, as confirmed by the accompanying elemental spectra representing the presence of gold (see Figure 2.22 D).

If aggregation of the DMAP AuNPs was a significant problem within the polymerisation of polyacrylamide gel we would expect to visualise more nanoparticle clusters at the surface of the gels. Additionally under visual inspection, the red-purple colour appeared uniform. However we do not and from this we infer that the DMAP AuNPs are relatively monodisperse throughout the polyacrylamide matrices, in junction with the OCT results. However further analysis is required.
with more sensitive techniques such as transmission electron microscopy and atomic force microscopy, initial efforts to obtain these results were unsuccessful.

2.7 Conclusions:
We have successfully characterised both gold nanoparticles and polyacrylamide gels. We have established that DLS while being a very useful tool in the characterisation of nanoparticles has weaknesses when applied to molecules which form clusters of have non-spherical morphologies. However this technique does provide a useful point of reference for further characterisation by other methods and does take into account hydration spheres. UV-Vis, was employed to characterise the size of gold nanoparticles using the plasmon resonance peak with varying success, the method being developed from citrate AuNPs showed accurate sizing. However the effect of batch synthesis and different ligands causes this method to be unreliable for DMAP and CTAB protected AuNPs. Further characterisation of DMAP AuNPs by TEM confirmed that the synthesised DMAP AuNPs had an average diameter range of 6 – 8 nm, as reported in the literature.

DMAP AuNPs containing polyacrylamide gels were exhibiting unusual behaviour during polymerisation in both TBE and tris-HCl gels, such as; colour changing and slowing the polymerisation process. We investigated the properties of polyacrylamide gels with and without DMAP AuNPs at different concentrations. The rheological data showed a general reduction in the loss modulus or elasticity of the gel across all polyacrylamide concentrations. However the storage moduli showed little variation between gold and non-gold gels, what variation was recorded occurred in gels with percentages below 15 %, this may be attributed to the increased polymer crosslinking in higher percentage polyacrylamide gels. Although these differences are statistically relevant they do not greatly change the properties, in fact the addition of gold nanoparticles appear to stabilise the linear viscoelastic range and improve the recovery time of the different percentage gels.
Optical coherence tomography and scanning electron microscopy were used to visualise the presence of DMAP AuNPs in polyacrylamide gels. What we established from these experiments were that clustering of gold nanoparticles do occur in polyacrylamide gels. However the fact that more of these clusters are not present suggest that the DMAP AuNPs appear to be relatively monodisperse throughout the polyacrylamide gel matrices. We then took these materials forward to testing with biological analytes.
Chapter 3: Analysis of Biomolecules using Gold Nanoparticles as Adjuncts in Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis.

3.1 Introduction:

Biomolecules form four primary classifications: peptides, carbohydrates, lipids and nucleic acids. These biomolecules all have important functions which support life, an important sub-group of these molecules are ones which contain the element sulfur. Sulfur containing biomolecules carry out a great many functions; from phosphorylation, to controlling protein structure and molecular signalling. They also have applications in the synthetic world, particularly with regards to therapeutics and biotechnology. Synthetically modified biomolecules have been developed such as phosphorothioated DNA. Modifications with sulfur reduce the susceptibility of DNA to be degraded by DNA enzymes and aid in the development of chemical applications for DNA such as data storage and medicine. Sulfur containing RNAs are naturally occurring and show promise as therapeutics, this has led to a demand for the separation of sulfur containing RNAs (tRNAs) from un-thiolated biomolecules. A method was developed by Biondi and Burke, which uses mercury to achieve this by exploiting the hard soft acid base (HSAB) chemistry of sulfur and mercury. HSAB theory states that sulfur and mercury are both ‘soft’ elements and because of this will readily form strong interactions. They were able to successfully separate tRNAs however the safety and cost of using mercury makes this method undesirable. Mercury is a toxic element when absorbed into the human body and because of this disposal is very expensive. Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) have recently become popular in a wealth of research due to their high functionality and potential therapeutic properties. Like mercury, gold is also considered a ‘soft’ element and therefore forms strong interactions with sulfur containing molecules. We theorise that by replacing mercury with gold nanoparticles in polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, we can separate sulfur containing biomolecules similarly to Biondi and Burke.
3.2 Experimental:
3.2.1 Materials:
Hydrogen tetrachloroaurate; aliquat® 336 and sodium borohydride, urea, EDTA and isopropanol were purchased from Acros. 4-Dimethylamino pyridine was purchased from Fluorochem. Toluene, boric acid and acrylamide/bisacrylamide 37.5:1 solution was purchased from Fisher Scientific. Ammonium phosphate, N, N, N', N'-tetramethylethylenediamine, (TEMED) and cetyltrimethyl-ammonium bromide were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Tris; glycine, glycerol, bromophenol blue, expedeon instant blue and Ellman's reagent were also purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Sodium citrate was purchased from Fisons. Stains-all was purchased from Alfa Aesar. Protein samples were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and reduced using Ellman's reagent. DNA strands were purchased from Link Technologies and diluted as recommended. All chemicals were used as provided and not purified further unless stated otherwise.

3.3 Methods:
3.3.1 DNA Samples:
Single Stranded DNA (ss-DNA) samples were analysed by TBE or TAMg denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis with gold nanoparticles as adjuncts. A parent strand of DNA was used to develop other strands with phosphorothioates at different points along the length, this was to ensure that all the strands had the same length and similar molecular weights. The parent strand of DNA was called SS4-54 (DNA reference), this strand was originally chosen because of its ability to bind multiple organophosphate groups in the literature, the other strands were modifications from this strand:

**DNA (Reference):** AAGCTTTTTTGACTGACTGCAGCGATTCTTGATCGCCACGGTCTGGAAAAAGAG.

The following four ss-DNA strands contain phosphorothioates in different positions along the strand and differing numbers, (*).

**ExtS:** A*AGCTTTTTTGACTGACTGCAGCGATTCTTGATCGCCACGGTCTGGAAAAAGAG.

**IntS:** AAGCTTTTTTGACTGACTGCAG*CGATTCTTGATCGCCACGGTCTGGAAAAAGAG.
The final strand contained the -5ThiolMC6D linker (see figure 3.1 A).

**Thiol:**

-5ThiolMC6D-AAGCTTTTTTGACTGACTGCAGCGATTCTTGATCGCCACGGTCTGGAAAAAGAG.

The ss-DNA strands have been labelled with asterisk indicate the position or number of phosphorothioates within the strand.

![Figure 3.1: A) -5ThiolMC6D, thiol modifier. B) Phosphodiester linkage between adenosine and cytosine. C) Phosphorothioate linkage between adenosine and cytosine.](image)

The phosphorothiolate modification occurs when the double bonded oxygen on the phosphodiester linkage is replaced with sulfur (*) see figure 3.1 B, C.

3.3.2 DNA Sample Preparation:

DNA samples were purchased as powders from IDT; 100 mM stock solutions were prepared as directed. The thiol strand required reduction by the oxygenation of the solution. Electrophoresis samples were prepared as follows; 1 µL of 100 mM stock DNA was diluted in 20 µL of 8 M urea and 20 µL deionised water. 20 µL of each sample was loaded onto the polyacrylamide gel. The DNA was prepared in denaturing conditions to avoid the formation of dimers through sulfur bridging.
3.3.3 Tris Borate EDTA (TBE) Native Denaturing PA Gel:
TBE denaturing polyacrylamide gels were prepared from a denaturing 20% polyacrylamide stock solution and TBE buffer, with a final concentration of 12% polyacrylamide, without AuNPs and 15%, with AuNPs. The gels were polymerised between glass plates with 0.75 mm spacers. The gel was poured between the plates to the top (control) a 0.75 mm comb was inserted and the gel left to fully polymerise. For an AuNPs containing gel the cassette was 80% filled and left to completely polymerise. The AuNPs modified gel was prepared and poured between the plates to fill the remaining 20%, a 0.75 mm comb was inserted and the gel allowed to fully polymerise. The comb was removed after polymerisation and the wells were flushed with deionised water then buffer. 20 µL of each sample was loaded onto the gel with a 1 kba ladder.

3.3.4 Tris Magnesium Acetate (TAMg) Native PA Gel:
The TAMg gels were prepared from a 12% polyacrylamide stock solution, with a final concentration of 12% polyacrylamide for both with and without AuNPs. The gels were prepared as above.

All gels were run at maximum voltage (300 V), 15 mAmpp per gel, for 90 minutes and in TAMg buffer unless otherwise stated. Gels were stained in Stains-All prepared in isopropanol-tris buffer, for a minimum of 30 minutes; the gels were then rinsed of excess stain using water before being imaged on an Epson scanner. Images were visually enhanced as required using windows photo editor software.

3.3.4 Protein Reduction:
5 mg of lysozyme was dissolved in 3 mL 6 M guanidine in 20 mM tris. To this 0.5 M NaOH was added to pH 8. Absorbance at 280 nm showed 1.223 down from 12.33, signalling a 1 in 10 dilution of the protein in solution. Using the mass extinction coefficient of the lysozyme (2.33) the mgmL⁻¹ was calculated to be 4.67 mgmL⁻¹ which is equivalent to 326 µM protein. To this 100 µL of 1 M DTT was added, which was a final concentration of 33 mM of DTT. The solution was rolled overnight and a PD10 column purification was completed using 0.1 M acetic acid. The resultant solution was the tested using Ellman’s reagent to test for unbound thiols. 100 µL of 1
M tris solution was combined with 50 µL of Elman’s reagent and 840 µL H₂O, this was tested for absorbance at 280 nm, and the absorbance was measured as zero. 10 µL of the lysozyme solution was added and the sample retested, the absorbance was measured at 0.594 abs. This signal combined with the colour change from colourless to yellow signifies the presence of reduced thiols. All proteins were reduced by this method and then analysed by tris-HCl native PA gel electrophoresis.

3.3.5 Tris-HCl Native PA Gel:
Tris-HCl gels were prepared from 30 % acrylamide stock solution. The stacking, resolving and non-AuNPs gels were prepared with 0.375 M tris-HCl buffer, the AuNPs gel was prepared with 1.5 M tris-HCl buffer. The stacking gel final concentration was 4 %; the resolving gel final concentration was 10 % unless stated otherwise. The AuNPs +/- gels were a final concentration of 10 %. Control and test gels were prepared, the resolving gels were poured into cassettes and left to polymerise before the AuNPs +/- gels were poured into the cassettes. Once polymerised the stacking layers were poured and combs inserted into the gels and left to polymerise.

3.3.6 SDS Gradient Polyacrylamide Gel (4-15 %):

![Diagram](image)

Figure 3.2: Showing the principle behind the SDS gradient gel, colour is used to highlight the principle.

SDS gels were prepared from a 30 % polyacrylamide stock solution; with autoclaved water, upper tris for the higher percentage gels (10-15 %) and lower tris buffer for the low percentage gels (4 %) gels. The resolving gels had a final concentration of 4 % and 15 %, the stacking gels final concentration was 4 %. A control gel was prepared by drawing up the 4 % and then the 15
% resolving gels in equal quantities, mixing was achieved by introducing a bubble to the pipette before depositing the mixture into a cassette. This was left to polymerise before the stacking gel was poured and a comb inserted.

### 3.3.7 Tris-HCl Native Gradient Gels:

Gel solutions were prepared from a 30% acrylamide stock solution, diluted with 0.375 M tris-HCl for the resolving, stacking and AuNPs – gels. The AuNPs + gel was made using 1.5 M tris-HCl.

Resolving gel solutions were prepared at 4%; 10% and 15%. The stacking gel was prepared at a concentration of 4%, the AuNPs +/- gels were prepared at a concentration of 10%. The 4-15% gradient gel was prepared by combining equal quantities of the 4 and 10% resolving gels by introducing a bubble to the pipette, the solution was deposited into two cassettes and left to polymerise. Each cassette was filled with either the AuNPs +/- gel, once polymerised the stacking gel was poured into the cassettes and a comb inserted. Figure 3.3 shows a visual representation of the gradient gel principle and configuration.

![Figure 3.3: Representation of tris-HCl Native gradient PA gels, left: Gel containing gold nanoparticles, right: Control gel without gold nanoparticles.](image)

### 3.3.8 ATP Tris-HCl Native PA Gel Buffers:

The ATP native PA gel buffer solutions were prepared from a 100 mM stock solution of ATP, which was prepared by dissolving 5 g of ATP in 100 mL of autoclaved water. From this stock buffers of; 8, 15 and 32 mM ATP were made 0.375 M and 1.5M tris-HCl buffer.
3.3.9 ATP Tris-HCl Native PA Gel:
10 and 15 % resolving gels; 10 % AuNPs – and a 4 % stacking gels, were prepared from a 30 %
polyacrylamide stock solution diluted with 8 mM ATP 0.375 M tris-HCl buffer. The AuNPs + gel
was prepared from a 30 % stock solution of polyacrylamide diluted with 8 mM ATP, 1.5 M tris-
HCl buffer. The gels were prepared by the same method outlined in section 3.3.7.

Unless stated otherwise all tris-HCl gels were run with the following protein samples; Lysozyme
(Lys), RNase A (RNAse), Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) and Glutathione-S-Transferase (GST), they
were purchased from Sigma. All samples were also investigated with the addition of N-
ethylmaleimide (NEM). The samples were prepared by combining protein solutions (15 µL) with
4 x native loading dye (10 µL) (Bromophenol Blue). In the case of the NEM containing samples,
protein solutions (15 µL) were combined with 10 % NEM in 4 x native loading dye (10 µL) (10 µL
NEM in 100 µL dye). 12.5 µL of each sample was loaded onto the gels. Gels were ran at 160 V
for 1 hour and stained with expedeon instant blue and placed on a rocking table overnight. The
gels were visualised using an Epson Perfection 3200 scanner with the Epson Scan 3.04 software.

3.4 Results and Discussion:
3.4.1 AuNPs Gel Electrophoresis:
Previous work in the group investigated the use of concentrated citrate AuNPs with both the
TBE and tris-HCl gels, although the results were unsuccessful they laid the foundation for this
work\textsuperscript{114}. It is from these previous experiments that I have developed my protocols for the
following experiments. We investigated three types of nanoparticles and their interactions with
phosphorothioated DNA, with varying positions and numbers of phosphorothioates.

3.4.2 Citrate-AuNPs Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis:
The first experiments we conducted were using 12 % TBE polyacrylamide gels, with a 12 %
modified gel layer with approximately 15 mg mL\textsuperscript{-1} concentrated citrate AuNPs. These
experiments showed no success with regards to the ss-DNA being retained within the gold layer
due to ‘soft – soft’ interactions.
Figure 3.4 shows a direct comparison between a citrate AuNPs gel and a control gel, as can be seen there is no obvious obstruction to the migration of the ss-DNA by the citrate AuNPs. We believed that the concentration of gold was the limiting factor with regards to ss-DNA retention, so we increased the citrate AuNPs concentration to approximately 60 mg mL$^{-1}$.

Despite increasing the concentration of gold in the modified gel layer the ss-DNA migrated through the gel to a similar degree to that of the control gel (see figure 3.5). There was also no change in mobility between the different strands of DNA despite there being varying accessibility to phosphor-thiolates between the strands. DNA has an overall negative charge, this is why it moves through a gel in electrophoresis. The citrate ligand protecting the nanoparticles also has an overall negative charge. We theorised that the DNA was being repelled by the citrate ligand shell, not allowing the sulfurs on the ss-DNA to come close enough to the gold core, therefore...
preventing the possibility of sulfur-gold ‘soft’ interactions. We believed if we neutralised the charge on the citrate ligand by introducing magnesium into the polyacrylamide gel solution and running buffer, we would be able to visualise gold-sulfur interactions in the modified gold gel layer. We ran a TAMg 12 % polyacrylamide gel with a 12 % citrate AuNPs modified gel layer, in TAMg buffer.

Figure 3.6: Left, TAMg 12 % PAGE with citrate AuNPs (approximately 60 mg / mL) 12 % modified gel layer. Right, control TAMg 12 % PAGE without modified citrate AuNPs layer.

Figure 3.6 shows, a reduction in the mobility of the DNA strands as a whole compared to the control gel, including the reference strand which does not contain any sulfur atoms. However there is no discernable difference between the migrations of the DNA strands related to their sulfur content. Unexpectedly, we were unable to repeat the stable dispersion of citrate AuNPs in the TAMg gel, figure 3.7 shows an example of this aggregation.

Figure 3.7: TAMg 12 % PAGE with citrate AuNPs (approximately 60 mg mL⁻¹) aggregation.

The aggregation of citrate protected AuNPs in TAMg buffer was consistent and we were unable to prevent it from occurring. We therefore stopped investigating citrate protected AuNPs as part of this work.
3.4.3 CTAB-AuNPS Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis:
The second type of gold nanoparticles we investigated were CTAB protected nanoparticles, CTAB
is a surfactant with a long carbon chain tail. Figure 3.8 is a schematical representation of CTAB.

![Structure of cetyltrimethyl-ammonium bromide (CTAB).](image)

CTAB AuNPs from the outset proved problematic; the AuNPs when added to TBE buffer and
denaturing polyacrylamide gel solution would aggregate. This resulted in large clusters of
aggregated particles when the gel was polymerised, as demonstrated by figure 3.9. Despite the
aggregation we decided to run the gel with the ss-DNA samples.

![Figure 3.9: Left, TBE 12 % polyacrylamide gel with CTAB AuNPs (approximately 60 mg mL⁻¹) 12 % modified polyacrylamide gel layer. Right, control, TBE 12 % polyacrylamide gel without CTAB AuNPs.](image)

The CTAB AuNPs made it difficult to visualise the DNA bands within the gold layer. The ss-DNA
samples appear to have been retained within the gold layer regardless of sulfur content. It
cannot be dismissed that the retention of the DNA may be due to the aggregation of the
nanoparticles acting as a physical barrier to the DNA instead of gold-sulfur interactions. In an
attempt to remove the aggregation of the CTAB protected AuNPs we ran the experiment using
TAMg buffer. Polymerisation of the gold containing polyacrylamide gel solution now became a
problem, in both gel types, this may be attributed to the aggregation of the AuNPs or the
surfactant properties of CTAB interfering with polymerisation. We changed the amount of
initiator added to the gel but with no resolution, we chose to no longer investigate CTAB protected AuNPs in this project.

3.4.4 DMAP-AuNPs Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis:
The third type of AuNPs we investigated were DMAP protected AuNPs. DMAP gives gold nanoparticles with a positive surface charge unlike the citrate and CTAB protected nanoparticles. Figure 3.10 shows representation of DMAP being displaced by phosphorothioate.

Initial testing with these AuNPs gave rise to promising results. The ss-DNA should in theory be retained within the gold containing layer by different degrees, due to the number and positions of the phosphorothioates within the strands. Figure 3.11 shows the first successful representation of this retention of the DNA within the modified gold layer.

Figure 3.10: Schematical representation of DMAP being displaced by phosphorothioate on DNA at the surface of an AuNP.

Figure 3.11: Left, TBE 12 % polyacrylamide gel with DMAP AuNPs (approximately 60 mg / mL) 12 % modified gel layer. Right, control, TBE 12 % polyacrylamide gel without DMAP AuNPs.
This demonstrated the expected reduction in mobility of the ss-DNA due to the different numbers of the phosphorothioates within in each strand. However replication of this result was challenging and shows retention of all of the DNA within the gold layer despite sulfur concentration, see figure 3.11.

In an attempt to achieve a repeatable graduated migration of the ss-DNA, we attempted to modify the conditions, by pre-running the gels, and increasing the time the gel was run for, however these resulted in similar results as in figure 3.11 or all of the DNA running through the gold layer into the un-modified gel layer. The reproducibility of this method has not been consistent with every attempt there has been enough promise to warrant further testing with proteins.

3.4.5 SDS Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis:
The proteins we investigated were; lysozyme (lys), bovine serum albumin (BSA), RNase A (RNase) and glutathione-S-transferase (GST). Lysozyme, contains 147 amino acids, a theoretical PI of 9.36, contains 12 sulfurs and has 18 positively charged and 9 negatively charged residues.

Bovine serum albumin, contains 607 amino acids, has a theoretical PI of 5.82, contains 40 sulfurs and has 99 negative and 86 positively charged residues. RNase A, contains 150 amino acids, a theoretical PI of 8.93, contains 13 sulfurs and has 10 negative and 16 positively charged residues.

Glutathione-S-transferase, contains 209 amino acids, has a theoretical PI of 5.44, contains 6
sulfurs and has 23 negative and 20 positively charged residues. All of these parameters were calculated at pH 8 (running buffer pH), using the epoxy portal and protein data bank.

Investigating the retention of proteins by DMAP AuNPs was carried out in collaboration with Dr Dave Beal from the School of Biosciences at The University of Kent. Previously SDS-PAGE of proteins had been investigated using citrate-capped AuNPs, within the group, with no evidence of selective retention of proteins\textsuperscript{114}. Similarly, we now found that there was no retention of the proteins by the DMAP AuNPs. This may be because the surfactant nature of the SDS is generating a secondary ligand sphere around the AuNPs, as DMAP is positively charged. This secondary shell maybe preventing the proteins from sufficiently interacting with the AuNPs. Figure 3.12 shows the DMAP AuNPs modified SDS PAGE results.

![Figure 3.12](image)

Figure 3.12: Left, 15% SDS polyacrylamide gel with 15% DMAP AuNPs modified gel layer and 4% stacking gel. Right, control, 15% SDS polyacrylamide gel with 4% stacking gel, without DMAP AuNPs. Ladder is measured in kDa.

Because of the results obtained by myself and in the group previously, we decided to abandon using SDS Page to investigate protein AuNP interactions in this project.
3.4.6 Tris-HCl Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis:

Our next avenue of testing was to use tris-HCl native PAGE to test the nanoparticles. Recreating a test previously used in the group, we used protein samples which contained sulfur competitors in an attempt to observe whether the proteins would still be retained by the DMAP AuNPs. We used β-mercaptoethanol (2-ME) and N-ethylmaleimide (NEM) as these competitors. The group had observed that the protein samples which were combined with β-mercaptoethanol caused the citrate AuNPs to be stripped from the gold modified layer of the gel and pulled into the main resolving layer. Figure 3.13 shows the experiment was repeated with DMAP AuNPs.

As can be seen from figure 3.13, BSA migrated into the control gel but was retained within the modified gold layer. Lysozyme is not visible on this gel, it was believed that the protein had run off the bottom of the gel. Figure 3.13 also shows the stripping of the DMAP AuNPs from their discrete layer into the main resolving gel. This phenomena was observed in previous work within the group and indicates that 2-ME as a sulfur competitor is too potent for our purposes, therefore we stopped using 2-ME in our experiments but continued to use N-ethylmaleimide as a sulfur competitor. We continued to test the DMAP AuNPs with proteins, however we began to encounter problems with small proteins being visualised in the gels as well how far they migrate into the gel. In an attempt to overcome this we tried running gradient gels, firstly with a wide acrylamide percentage range (4-15 %), (Figure 3.14).
We used a gradient gel because we had continued difficulty visualising the small proteins, lysozyme and RNAse A, we theorised that this would allow the smaller proteins to move into the resolving gel but not run to the bottom of the gel. Figure 3.14 allows us to see that the proteins were retained in the gold gel and there was reasonable difference in protein migration between the gold and control gels. Due to poor visibility of the proteins in the gold layer was due to the intensity of the colour, we reduced the amount of AuNPs solution we added to the gold gel layer fourfold (see figure 3.15). We believed it would be useful to reduce the acrylamide percentage range in the gradient gel to 10 – 15 % as this would match with the percentage of the gold and non-gold layers. Figure 3.15 shows the results of the 10 – 15 % gradient gels.
Reducing the concentration of DMAP AuNPs in the modified layer did not impair the ability for the nanoparticle layer to retain the proteins, but there was still continued difficulty in visualising the proteins lysozyme and RNAse. Analysis of the proteins using Epoxy portal and protein data from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) highlighted that, lysozyme and RNAse have an overall positive charge which at pH 8, as listed at the beginning of section 3.4.5. Given that we are investigating these proteins using native PAGE, the proteins are not coated in a negative charge by the sample buffers as they would be in SDS PAGE for example. To investigate the migration of the smaller proteins we carried out a reverse polarity PAGE.

Figure 3.16: Left, tris-HCl 10 – 15 % reverse polarity gradient gel with 10 % DMAP AuNPs modified gel layer and a 4 % stacking gel. Right, control, tris-HCl 10 – 15 % reverse polarity gradient gel with 10 % non-AuNPs containing gel layer and a 4 % stacking gel.
Figure 3.16 allows us to visualise RNAse but none of the other proteins including lysozyme. A recent publication\textsuperscript{115} uses ATP as a hydrotope in the prevention of agglomeration of proteins, we have taken this principle and conducted a tris-HCl gel containing ATP. ATP is found in high concentrations within human cells (2-8 mM), meaning that it cannot be a denaturant\textsuperscript{115}. However as it has been found to aid in protein solubility it must interact with their surface in some way possibly as a surfactant. Therefore ATP was used to coat the proteins in a negative charge, similarly to SDS but without the denaturing effects observed with the nanoparticles in previous SDS gels.

Figure 3.17 shows the results of the ATP gel. RNAse A has been retained by the gold layer but none of the other proteins are visualised. One distinct characteristic which the ATP gel had over the other gels was a lack of discolouration of the AuNPs modified layer; we believe this is because the ATP coated the AuNPs in a negative charge preventing them from interacting in the polymerisation process as previously thought and discussed in chapter 2. We were only able to visualise RNAse most likely due to the ATP. However, this is a promising result, we were only able to conduct one attempt at this experiment due to time constraints. Given more time to develop the method we believe that this could be a promising area of research.
3.5 Conclusion:

We have discussed in detail the ability of three types of gold nanoparticles to retain sulfur containing biomolecules, with varying degrees of success. Citrate AuNPs have showed little success in retaining phosphorothioated DNA. We believed this firstly to be because of the concentration of gold within the modified gel layer, however on increasing the concentration we saw no changes in retention of the DNA. We theorised that the negative citrate ligand shell was causing repulsion of the DNA, so we investigated the AuNPs in TAMg polyacrylamide gel conditions. The magnesium ions were thought to neutralise the negativity of the citrate ligand shell; what we found was that these ions were disturbing the stability of the ligand shell, causing mass aggregation of the citrate AuNPs. No longer investigating citrate-capped AuNPs we looked at CTAB-capped AuNPs. These nanoparticles exhibited aggregation in both buffer types. We were able to polymerise a gel in TBE buffer which displayed retention of the DNA, but this retention was more likely due to the large aggregations acting as a physical barrier to the migration of DNA. Further testing was not possible as the polymerisation of gels containing CTAB AuNPs was not achievable.

DMAP-capped AuNPs showed the most promising results with initial testing with DNA. The results showed consistent retention of the phosphorothioated DNA but also the reference strand which contained no sulfur. Maintaining consistency with every gel was problematic. We investigated the proteins: lysozyme, bovine serum albumin, RNAse A and glutathione-S-transferase using this method. The larger and negatively charged proteins, BSA and GST showed good retention within the gold layer; visualisation of the smaller positively charged proteins was consistently unachievable, despite trying different methods such as the gradient gel. We theorised that this was because the native tris-HCl gel we were using was not coating the positive proteins in a negative charge. Which prevented the smaller proteins migrating through the gel during electrophoresis we attempted to test this by performing a reverse polarity gel. This was only marginally successful in allowing us to visualise RNAse and not lysozyme. We developed an ATP containing gradient gel based on the principle that ATP, being found in high
concentrations within cells and aiding in protein solubility would act as a surfactant in a similar way to SDS. This method allowed us only to visualise RNAse and not lysozyme, BSA or GST but it did aid in the polymerisation of the gold layer which had been consistently difficult.

Our research has had limited success when investigating citrate and CTAB protected nanoparticles but we have had promising results when using DMAP protected nanoparticles with both phosphorothioated DNA and proteins. Further research would be useful in being able to successfully visualise lysozyme and RNAse consistently, as well exploring techniques such as the ATP containing and gradient gels in more detail. I believe that this work has successfully explored the ability of DMAP AuNPs to separate sulfur containing biomolecules by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and formed a solid foundation for future work in this area.
Chapter 4: Catalytic DNA Aptamers.

4.1 Introduction:

Enzymes make biology possible; without enzymes the processes involved would take years, not microseconds. They have an enormous range of chemical and biological functions, with developments emerging in synthetic photosynthesis, biological tagging and therapeutics. Enzymes are biological catalysts, working by reducing the activation energy of a reaction pathway. This is because enzymes tertiary structures form active sites (pockets), which are complementary to transition state structure of the reaction for which they catalyse. Competitive inhibition of enzyme activity occurs when molecules with a similar structure to the transition state of the reaction bind to the active site of the enzyme. Aptamers can also bind analytes through similar methods. Aptamers are single stranded lengths of nucleic acids. Naturally occurring aptamers are RNA based and synthetic aptamers are generally DNA based. Aptamers can be discovered by in vivo selection; enabling a wide range of specificity, these aptamers can be developed to bind any analyte. The analyte we have chosen is pepstatin, which is an aspartic acid protease inhibitor with an affinity for Pepsin. Pepsin is an enzyme found in the stomach, which catalyses the hydrolysis of peptide bonds. Statine, one of the constituents of Pepstatin, has a tetrahedral structure which is a transition state analogue of peptic catalysis. We have chosen to use pepstatin and pepsin because they are well documented and simple, as well as the availability of biological assays which allow us to assess the catalytic activity of pepsin and our aptamer. We theorise that if we select an analyte which acts as an inhibitor for an enzyme, we would produce an aptamer with catalytic activity similar to that of the enzyme for which the inhibitor targets.

4.2 Materials:

Biotin-CE: dA-CE, dC-CE, dG-CE, and dT-CE phosphoramidites were purchased from Link Technologies and diluted as recommended. Deblock, cap A, cap B, oxidiser and ETT activator
reagents were purchased from Link Technologies. Dry acetonitrile, urea and EDTA were purchased from Acros. Acrylamide/bisacrylamide 37.5:1 solution was purchased from Fisher Scientific. Ammonium phosphate, N, N, N', N'-tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) and citric acid were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Sodium citrate was purchased from Fisons. All materials were used as provided, without further purification unless otherwise stated.

4.3 Methods:
4.3.1 Aptamer Library Design:

Figure 4.1 represents our DNA aptamer library design. We used a library design from the literature, with three known regions and two unknown to allow us to produce a high sequence diversity, but also to allow us to control the folding of the aptamer. Each constant region has a complimentary binding sequence, region 1, 2 and 3 compliment primer 1, antisense biotin and primer 2 respectively. Keeping constant regions double stranded helps to ensure that the unknown variable regions are responsible for any binding affinity exhibited with pepstatin, while aiding in amplification by polymerase chain reaction (PCR). We have used biotinylated DNA to act as the binding agent between the library and the streptavidin columns which would be instrumental in separating binding sequences from non-binders.

The variable regions were produced by mixing phosphoramidites of all four bases in the following ratio: A - 1.4 mL: C - 1.4 mL: G - 1.2 mL: T - 1 mL. These ratios were chosen based on the lower reactivity of bases C and G over A and T. The letter M in the below sequence represents a base which has been taken from the mixture of phosphoramidites to produce the variable regions.
Library strand:
CCTGCCAACGCTCCGCAAGCTTMMMMMMMMCTGCAGCTTGCAGGTTGATCGMMMMMMMMMM
MMMMMMMMMMAAAGCTTGGCACCCGCATCGT

Primer 1:
GCGGAGCGTGGCAGG

Biotin Antisense strand:
Biotin-TACCGCAAAAAAAAACAAGAATCGCGTGCAG

Biotin primer 2:
ACGATGCGGGTGCCAAGCTTA-Biotin

The above oligomers are written in standard 5'-3' notation. All library components were synthesised on an Expedite 8909 system provided by Biolytic. Phosphoramidites were dissolved in dry acetonitrile to the concentrations as suggested by the supplier, solvents were used as provided. Oligomers were synthesised on a 1 µM scale.

4.3.2 Cleavage, Deprotection and Purification of Synthesised DNA Components:

Oligomers were cleaved and deprotected from the synthesis columns at the same time. The solid support resin was removed from the column and placed into a screw-cap centrifuge tube and to this 1.5 mL of ammonia was added. The oligomers were incubated at 55 °C overnight in a stirring water bath. The oligomers are then placed in a centrifugal vacuum concentrator to remove the ammonia solution. The strands were re-suspended in 200 µL of autoclaved water.

The DNA library required purification by PAGE. A 1.5 mm 10 % denaturing PAGE gel was produced by diluting 25 mL of 20 % denaturing stock solution with 25 mL of 1 x TBE buffer, to this 50 µL of TEMED and 130 µL of 40 % APS stock solution were added to induce polymerisation. The gel was poured between two glass plates and a 1.5 mm comb was inserted. The comb was removed after casting and the well washed with TBE buffer, the gel was pre-ran at 300 V for 1 hour before the sample loaded. The DNA library with 8 M urea was loaded onto the gel and ran at 150 V for half an hour before being run for a further 2 hours at 300 V. The gel was removed from the glass plates and placed onto cling film, which was then placed onto a silica TLC plate;
the gel was illuminated with UV light to visualise the DNA band which cast a shadow on the fluorophore in the TLC plate. The DNA band was cut out of the bulk gel and placed into a 15 mL falcon tube. The gel was homogenised and 8 mL of autoclaved water was added. The solution was mixed and rapidly frozen in liquid nitrogen before being incubated overnight at 60 °C in a water bath. The solution was split into two equal portions and centrifuged for five minutes, the supernatant was collected and the pellet washed with 2 mL autoclaved water. This was repeated a further two times. The supernatants were dried by centrifugal vacuum concentration at 60 °C for five hours and the pellets were re-suspended in a total of 1 mL autoclaved water.

The complimentary strands: primer 1, primer 2 with and without biotin and the antisense strand were desalted by ethanol precipitation, the samples were incubated with 3 M sodium acetate and 100 % ethanol over night before being centrifuged at 21.1 x g for 20 minutes. The supernatant was removed and the pellet washed with 1 mL 70 % ethanol and centrifuged again, this was repeated a total of three times for each sample. The samples were then left to air dry before being re-suspended 200 µL autoclaved water.

4.3.3 Quantification:

The DNA aptamer components were analysed using UV-Visible spectroscopy using a nanodrop, 1 µL of sample was diluted in 100 µL of autoclaved water. Using the value obtained at an absorbance of 260 nm and the OD 260 value\textsuperscript{119} we calculated the DNA concentration in nmol / mL.

4.3.4 Selection Buffers:

An acidic buffer was chosen as our selection buffer because pepsin has a pH range of 4-6.5\textsuperscript{120} and pepstatin has a pH range of 4.5-7.\textsuperscript{121} Since DNA is stable only in slightly acidic conditions, we chose a buffer with pH 6, as it sits within the stable activity ranges of the selection materials. We made two buffer components when combined in a known volume would produce a selection buffer of pH 6. We produce 0.1 M component buffers of citric acid and sodium citrate, dissolved
in 18.2 mΩ purified water up to 1 L. A denaturing buffer was chosen as our washing buffer. 5 M urea buffer was made by dissolving urea in 1 x TBE up to 1 L.

4.4 Results and Discussion:
Based upon the literature we developed an in vitro selection method which would allow us to separate inactive aptamer sequences from aptamer sequences which bind pepstatin. The selection method would take place using streptavidin spin columns, with multiple incubation, elution and purification steps. Around twelve rounds of selection are anticipated. Figure 4.2 shows a schematic of our in vitro selection process.

![Figure 4.2: Representation of the proposed in vitro selection process.](image)

DNA solutions would be prepared at concentrations used in the literature. The DNA library would be prepared at a concentration of 2 nmol, the biotinylated antisense strand would be at a concentration of 10 nmol. Both primers, 1, 2 and the semi-complimentary strand would be prepared at concentrations of 2.5 nmol in selection buffer. The selection protocol has been designed as follows.

- **Prepare column**: The storage solution would be removed from the columns by centrifugation at 150 x g for 1 minute.
- **Equilibrate column**: The columns would be then equilibrated, 400 µL of binding buffer would be added to the column then it would be centrifuged for 1 minute, this process would be repeated a further two times.
• **Bind biotinylated DNA:** The biotin antisense strand of DNA would then be added to the column. 200 µL of sample would be added and the column would be sealed and slowly inverted for a period of twenty minutes. After this period the column would be centrifuged to remove any unbound strands, for 1 minute at 150 x g. See figure 4.2, step 1.

• **Wash column:** The column would then be washed with 400 µL of binding buffer, then centrifuged for 1 minute at 150 x g. This step would be repeated a further two times.

• **Bind target DNA:** 200 µL each of, DNA library and primer 1 and the partially complementary strand, would be added to the column. The column would be incubated for 60 minutes while undergoing slow inversion. After this period the column would be centrifuged for 1 minute at 150 x g to remove any unbound sequences. The flow-through would be collected. See figure 4.2, step 1.

• **Wash column:** 400 µL of binding buffer would be added and the column centrifuged at 150 x g for 1 minute. This would be repeated a further four times, the flow-through from each would be collected.

• **Wash with target analyte:** A 400 µL solution of Pepstatin A would be added to the column, and the column inverted to ensure mixing. The column would then be centrifuged at 150 x g for one minute. See figure 4.2, step 2.

• **Elute Target DNA:** 200 µL of elution buffer would be added to the column and mixed by inversion. The column would then be centrifuged for one minute at 1000 x g to remove the target DNA aptamers. The eluent would be collected. This process would be repeated a further two times.

• **Strand Substitution:** The Eluted Strands would have the partially complimentary strand replaced by the biotinylated DNA, as strands which are more complimentary would displace less complimentary strands. This would aid in separation of the double stranded DNA after PCR. See figure 4.2, step 3.
Columns would be centrifuged in 2 mL micro-centrifuge tubes, in order to collect the eluents. Tubes would be changed between each step. The PCR protocol is adapted from one used within the group, PCR would be conducted after each round of selection in order to amplify the isolated sequences. See figure 4.2, step 4.

- A PCR bead would be placed into a 300 µL micro centrifuge tube to this 10 µL of primer 1 (2.5 nmol DNA / mL) and 10 µL primer 2 (2.5 nmol DNA / mL) would be added to the tube.
- 5 µl of the isolated DNA library would be added to the tube. The tube would then be sealed and flicked to ensure the bead has dissolved.
- The tube would then be centrifuged at 1,000 rpm for 1 minute to ensure all of the liquid is at the bottom of the tube.
- The micro centrifuge tube would then be placed into the thermocycler and run under the following programme:
  1. 94 °C for 2 minutes.
  2. 94 °C for 30 seconds, 55 °C for 30 seconds, 72 °C for 30 seconds, for 30 cycles.
  3. 72 °C for 5 minutes, then held at 4 °C.
- The resultant DNA would then be treated with denaturing urea buffer to separate the double stranded DNA into single strands. See figure 4.2, step 5.
- The separated DNA would then undergo the selection process again, this would be repeated for approximately 12 rounds of selection or until the exponential increase by amplification begins to flattern. See figure 4.2, step 6.
- The successful sequences would then be sequenced by an in vivo method. The sequences would be cloned into vectors, which when exposed to a bacterial host would be amplified into plasmid colonies. The sequences would be purified from the colony and sequenced to obtain the full sequence for future solid phase synthesis.
Once sequenced the aptamers would be tested using a pepsin activity assay to test the ability of the aptamer to catalyse haemoglobin. Pepsin would also be tested and the results compared to assess the level of catalytic activity of the aptamers.

We began the synthesis of the components required for selection, although purity of the synthesised components was very low. The purity of the synthesised library was analysed by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, figure 4.3 shows the resultant gel.

![Figure 4.3: A, 20% denaturing Polyacrylamide gel of DNA library and 54 base reference strand. B, trityl graph of DNA library synthesis, 9 represents a coupling made from the mixed phosphoramidites M.](image)

The DNA library is a 91 base oligomer and should not travel as far as the 54 base reference strand (Figure 4.3 A) the DNA library causes a large smear due to its impurity. The top of the darkest part of the smear is where the full length library should migrate too, however there are shorter sequences which migrate past this point. Therefore we purified the Library by PAGE and obtained the concentration of DNA there was an insufficient amount of DNA to be able to begin the selection process. The concentrations of the antisense and primer 2 biotinylated samples also had an insufficient concentration of DNA. Primer 1 was synthesised to a sufficient concentration to begin selection. These strands required re-synthesising to increase the
concentration of DNA, however due to time constraints we were unable to progress this research beyond this point.

4.5 Conclusions:
We have developed a route which would in theory, lead to the creation of aptamers with catalytic activity. However we have had problems with the synthesis of DNA components, which was a process which required a large amount of optimisation. This process led to the development of impure DNA sequences which required further purification. Purification was successful and the correct length components were isolated but low concentration yields for the library and biotinylated DNA required re-synthesis. Due to the time constraints on this project we were unable to progress this research further. Given the opportunity we would attempt the selection process on the newly synthesised aptamer components and carry out the research as described in detail above.
Chapter 5: Conclusions, Further Work and References.

5.1 Conclusions and Further Work:
This work has discussed the analysis and application of biomolecules. Chapter 2 describes the methods by which we synthesised and characterised gold nanoparticles and polyacrylamide gels. Three types of gold nanoparticles: citrate, CTAB and DMAP protected AuNPs, were successfully characterised using DLS, UV-Vis and TEM. There was little similarity between the two methods, DLS and UV-Vis. This was caused by a number of factors, DLS reports size data based on hydration spheres and is unsuitable for the analysis of non-spherical samples and clusters. The data obtained from UV-Vis gave inconsistent data for the DMAP and CTAB AuNPs which may be attributed to the method used, being developed using citrate AuNPs\(^99\). In conjunction DLS and UV-Vis form a basis for further testing, TEM imaging of DMAP AuNPs gave an average diameter of between 4 and 8 nm which is concordance with literature\(^98\).

Gold containing polyacrylamide gels showed slowed polymerisation when compared to non-gold containing gels. Characterisation by rheology, OCT and SEM allowed us to successfully characterise the distribution and effects the addition of gold has on polyacrylamide gels. Rheological results suggest there is reduction in the elasticity of gold containing polyacrylamide gels when compared to non-gold gels. However the addition of gold does stabilise the LVER of polyacrylamide gels and does not affect the efficiency of polyacrylamide as a separation medium. OCT and SEM allowed us to successfully visualise clustered DMAP AuNPs within polyacrylamide gels the lack of more clusters would suggest that the majority of DMAP AuNPs are monodisperse throughout the polyacrylamide matrices. These materials were then taken forward to analyse biomolecules.

Chapter 3 discusses the efficacy of gold nanoparticle modified polyacrylamide gels in the separation of sulfur containing biomolecules. Citrate AuNPs showed little success when investigated with phosphorothioated DNA this was believed to be due to the negative ligand shell. However when interrogated with magnesium containing polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis there was no change in the results, with aggregation becoming a problem. Testing using citrate AuNPs halted and we turned to CTAB AuNPs. We have seen problems from the outset, with agglomeration and polymerisation of polyacrylamide gel was unreproducible, leading to the discontinuation of testing with CTAB AuNPs.

In contrast DMAP AuNPs showed interaction with DNA, with the retention of all of the samples including the un-thiolated strand although some selectivity was seen. Although reproducibility of the same result was not consistent we moved onto testing these gold nanoparticles with proteins: lysozyme, RNAse, GST and BSA. GST and BSA showed continued retention by the DMAP AuNPs modified polyacrylamide gels. However, there were continued problems with the visualisation of lysozyme and RNAse, which at pH 8 are positively charged. We believed that this charge caused the proteins in native PAGE to move up the gel, leading to the development of ATP buffered polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. ATP being a naturally occurring molecule which prevents the agglomeration of proteins, likely through surface interactions similarly to a surfactant, we believed that this could be used to coat lysozyme and RNAse in a negative charge. This experiment resulted in the visualisation of RNAse but not lysozyme. We believe, with method development that this technique may be promising. We were able to successfully use DMAP AuNPs to analyse sulfur containing biomolecules in polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, through the principle of thiol substitution chemistry. Further investigation is needed to obtain consistent results as well as obtaining the successful visualisation of lysozyme.

Chapter 4 discusses the method by which we would have synthesised an aptamer library to select for catalytic activity with pepstatin. We were able to successfully synthesis the DNA components required for selection. However, issues with synthesis led to the need for extensive purification, especially for the DNA aptamer library sequence. Low yields were also an issue, resulting in the resynthesis of the biotinylated and library strands. Due to time constraints we were unable to complete the project; given more time we would complete the selection and
amplification of the successful sequences. Before then sequencing and testing the effectiveness of the selected aptamers to catalyse the hydration of peptide bonds in haemoglobin.
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